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Schott

"The first large-scale biography of Strauss to be published in many years, this volume is
beautifully written by one of the great writers on music in the English language." Choice"...this is
a lively 'Life' that redresses some balances in previous biographical excursions." The Times,
London"Kennedy has added fresh analyses and drawn on much unpublished
material....Kennedy provides significant insights into the composer's personal life and
complicated mindset throughout his career. While avoiding the clichés of so many of today's
over-written psycho-biographies, Kennedy brings Strauss vividly alive and places him firmly in
the context of his times." Opera News"An excellent biography...." Booklist"An engaging,
straightforward biography that largely eschews extended musical analysis." Gazette"...a
coherent and convincing portrait of the composer that comes from years of study....a thoroughly
engaging book that should prompt the reader to...return to the music..." James L. Zychowicz,
Opera Quarterly"Biographer Michael Kennedy Demonstrates that the many varying shades of
criticism that have painted Richard Strauss in the past half century resemble the similar
understandings and misunderstandings held by his contemporaries. He builds his analysis
around the few constants in Strauss's life: his admiration for German culture, his dependence on
his own family for guidance, and his ^Nietzschean total absorption in art." Kennedy also deals
with Strauss's problematic relationship with Nazi authorities." Shofar"Kennedy, in this well-
written biography, offers many insights into the family an professional life of Strauss. Kennedy
shos great interest in the intellect, the miracle that produced the sublime music of the
composer's Lieder, tone poems and operas and implies the Lieder mayy well be the finest
works, perhaps presenting yet another enigma for readers to consider." The Oper Jrnl MARCH
2001Book DescriptionThis first detailed biography of Richard Strauss for many years
reassesses both man and musician.
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